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SCHOOL DISCIPLINE: A NSW MANAGEMENT SYSTEM THAT WORKS

by Sarah M. Butzin

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Maintaining order in the clasaroOm Is a maflor responsibility

was

given to teachers in a book celled the Theory and Practice of

Teaching:

for teachers. More than a century ago, the following ad

The teacher should never proceed without the attention of the
class. A loss of interest is sure to follow a wont of attention.
When the attention is aroused, the impression made is enduring:
and one idea communicated is worth a hundred at any other time
(Page, 1866, p.111).

More recently, educational. ir-hersp have verified Page's folk

wisdom that students cannot learn If they are not paying

attention. In 1963 Carroll developed a model of time and learning

which suggests that the degree of learning (echo

a function of the actually spent (opportuni

Pe-

1 ac_ Jove- ent) is

learn and

verance of the learner) relative to the time needed (aptitude

of the learner; ability of the

instruction),. (See Figure 1). Using this model as a conceptual

base,

between engaged time (also called time on task)' and academic

and quality of

ch has consistently verified the positive correlation



Degree of Learning
(School Achievement)

"Tine Actually Spent
((Opportunity + Pere rver nce

Time weeded
(Aptitude Ability Quality
of Instruction)

Figure . A Model of School Learning (car -oil, 1963)
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achievement. See for example the comprehen views of the

literature on time and learning by Rosenshine, 1978; Denham

Lieberman, 1980; Walberg, 1982; Graden et al, 1982; Walberg &

Fredrick, 1982; Waxman & Walberg, 1982.

While the research evidence supports the critical importance

for students. to have high amounts of time on task, the research

literature suggents that time on teak is becomin

increasingly lower in American schools. A great deal of the school

day spent non - engaged time due to interruptions,

disruptions, waiting, transition time, etc. A recent study of 1016

classrooms across America found that over half of the students'

time was spent in noninstructional activities (Goodlad, 1983).

This research supports the findings of other descriptive studies

that students are not engaged in learning tasks for 40% or more of

the school day (Perkins, 1964; G- dlad & Klein, 1970; 9uirk et al,

1974; Hester & Ligon, 1978; Paulissen, 1978; Chow et al, 1981 ). A

longitudinal comparison of studies from 1862 to 1978 (Denham &

Lieberman, 1980) shows the continuing increase in noninatructional

time over the years (See Figure 2).

This trend has to the attention of the public through

nt reports au h as that of the The National Commission on

Excellence in Educati (1983). These reports have included calls

for increased time on task through increasing the amount of tine

in the school day and the school year. However, the real solution

would seem to lie in better taus° of the time already available. A

the research shows, a great deal of this is wasted time. Teachers



STUDY GRADE 2 GRADE 5

1862 data for 16 18
6 cities (Mann)

1904 survey of 7 7
6 cities (Payne)

1914 survey of 12 10
50 cities (Holmes)

1926 survey of 11 10
444 cities (Mann)

1978 BTES A-B
period

45 46

1978 BTES B-C
period

44 47

Figure 2. Time Allocations in Minutes per Day Across
the Decades for Management, Wait, and Transition.
(Includes opening exercises in the earlier studies.)
(Denham & Lieberman, 1980)



must be trained to be bet

them to teach. Pre vice training th

more emph

classrooms

possible. Disruptions, interruptions, Ad dyad time must be kept

to a minimum.

Apparently teacher training progra,c ax not

Job. Beginning teachers report thy

rr'da the time allotted for

on claser

to b--

manage

places

rvice training must put

nt and diiplin techniques if
where high time on task is

ways doing the

surprised and

discouraged by discipline problems h prevent them from

teaching and disrupt the flow x-i _ Ina survey of 315

inservice teachers and 387 preservice each et_ei in 10 southeastern

states, 95% of the vice te hem , identified discipline

problems as discouraging. This contrasts with only 49% of the

preservice teachers who believed Oiscigine would be discouraging

(Page 1983). 'Teacher training progros risrmEted to question these

kinds of discrepancies in preparing l'utum tametztohers to manage the

complexities of the classroom for optirunleamrning time.

Florida's "P Measurement Symitit. -" has identified 20

generic competencies that make for efiactiv teachers. First on

the list is to gin on time and geinte=ain on-task behavior.

Other competencies relate to discipline an management skill

including "man student conduct

avoid di uption. Thu

i=atain instruction and

schvoie and teachers need

discipline management system that works, We feel we have such

system at the Delrelopmental Research SchooM. (DRS) at the Florida

State University.



A PLAN FOR POSITIVE D SCIPLINE: HOW MET WORKS

The discipline plan is designed for use ingrade K-5. It

could be adapted for other grade levels. The plan is bawed upon

William Glasse "Reality Therapy" concepts (Glasse- 1 65). The

key component that the child JELs placed in the center -

supporting structure of teacher, c=ounselor, administrat-cr, and

parent (See Figure 3). But it 17L the child who is ul_ 'Elmately

responsible for his/her ownbehavior.

The goal the discipline plemn

assume responsibility for their awn

instructional,

teach the ettz_le

one. he ipl Ane

opposed to pmanitive. Therefore,

punishment is not a part of plan. The use of

rp

punishment removes responsibility From the student and smnctions

violence

emphasized be

means to solve pr o bleats. This point nee m=1 to be

rporal punishme t is still t common spractice

in American schools, with over 1.5 m=illion children heing beaten

in their schools each year. Florida i = maids the nation with routine

hitting of its children, with 1 out of 8 etudonts ra- iving

corpo: punishment in a typical school year (Today Child,

1983).

The DRS discipline plan will The most effective in am school

climate that is democratic and posi-ltive. The school mus be

place where children like to be, 4ms school which is coninua ly

striving to be a "good" place, as Glaiser calls It "A socil place
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CorriPoenta of DisciP1 n_ Plan
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-ne where people are courteous, where one often hears laugh

that springs from genuine joy brought about by involvesrint with

caring people engaged in relevant work, whorecomsnuni tion

practiced, not just preached (Glasser, 1965)."

The discipline plan involves four phases throu lit= which a

child progresses for engaging in persistent disruptive ehavior.

Each homeroom teacher maintains file box with _per .ace for
discipline cards for each student. Special areateachere (music,

art, physical education, librarian) send their discipline wards t

the homeroom teacher for storage in the box. In this way the

homeroom teacher can keep tabs on the student's behavior _An other

classes and can determine whether the problem lies w.-1.thin
particular class or chronic all cl The cards are

5 x 7 index cards on which the student's persidemt in ppopriate
actions are recorded. (See Figure 4) . After a certain rxuumnber of

cards, the teacher and tud nt write plans to change the behavior

(See Figure 5). The plans signed nd filed in the belo.c At the

end of each grading period, the slate is "wiped clean" and ev
student has a new beginning.

Any infractions which cause danger to the student c=Dr. other

y

students such

rooftops, etc. require that the student be sent home for the

remainder of the day. This reinforces the ultimate rlo that

dangerous acts will not be tolerated at this school.

Persistence and consistency are of utmost importance for the

fist fights, throwing scissors clirn1=Jing on

plan to work. Very difficult cases take a full 9 wee$mm. before

10



Figure 4. ampl® D -=cipline Cards



Figure 5. 5 rpie Di cip1ine Plans
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improvement in behavior takes place. However, if students know

that the school is serf @us in maintaining a healthy learning

environment and cares about helping them, few children should ever

reach the final phase of the plan,

The four phases are described in the next section of this

paper. For a summary of the phases, see Figure 6.

PHASE

Student /Teacher

The teacher must seriously analyze why a particular student is

problem. the student frustrated with academics?...

bored?...experiencing family problems?...is the classroom a place

where studei

mportan

like to be?...Is the student made to feel

uccessful?...special?

2. The teacher must then make an effort to plan a better tomorrow

for the student. The teacher must "catch the student being good"

and reward that behavior. The teacher must write down and carry

out this plan for at least one week.

3. All serious infractions are to be recorded on a filo card. Each

student in the class will have such a card. Students capable of

recording their own should do so, otherwise the teacher will list

the infractions in a factual manner. For example, "Suzie pinched

13



PHASE 1: STUDENT/TEACHER - 5 infraction

1. Teacher evaluates possible causes of student's in ppropria
behavior.

2. 'Teacher it a plan to find and reward positive aspects of
student's behavior. Plan is followed for at least one week.

S. Serious and persistent infractions are recorded on file card.

4. After 3 infractions, student writes
guidance.

5. Teacher informs the parents.

plan with teacher's

PHASE 2: STUDENT/ADMINISTRATOR/COUNSELOR (6 - 10 infractions)

1. Student takes card(s) to office.

2. Student writes a plan with administrator guidance.

3. Student takes signed plan and card(s) to counselor for
discussion and signature.

4. Student readmitted to class with signed plan and cards).

PHASE 3: STUDENT/PARENTS/ADMINISTRATOR/COUNSELOR/TEACHER(S) (10 or
more infractions)

1. Student takes card(s) to office. Student and administrator call
parents to arrange a conference.

2. At the conference, student writes a plan with guidance from
parents, teacher(s), counselor, administrators. All parties sign
plan.

3. Failure to follow this plan results in suspension until parent
accompanies student to school with a written and signed plan.

PHASE 4: STUDENT/PROFESSIONAL AGENCY

1. Student is suspended until
specialist.

plan is worked out with

Figure 6. Summary of Developmental Research School Discipline Plan
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notched his pencil away.

__us infractions within a grading period (9 w eka),

the student must meet with the teacher to develop a plan to change

the behavior. This plan will be ded on a card and signed by

both the student and teacher. The plan must be a plan for positive

ti n. "1 won `t do it anymore" is not an adequate plan.

5. The teacher informs the parents about the problem and the

student's plan for change.

PHASE 2

Student/Administrator/Counselor

2. if the students fails to follow the plan, the subsequent

infractions will be recorded on the card. For the 6th through 10th

infractions, but student must take the card to the office The

student will be isolated there until a new plan is worked out with

the guidance of an administrator, usually the assistant principal.

The plan is written down and signed. The student next reports to

the counselor to discuss the plan, and only then may return to the

classroom.

PHASE 3

Stud Aler/Administ- t -/C unsel P rants

5



If the student continues to be unable to follow the plan for

changing disruptive behavior, the student will be required to call

the parents to arrange for a conference. At the conference, the

student must develop a plan ble to all parties present which

include the parents, teacher(s), administrator, and counselor. All

parties sign the plan.

2. If the student violator this plan, the student will be

apended until able to produce a plan that will work. A parent

must accompany the student back to school ith the plan signed by

the student and parent.

PHASE 4

Student /Professional Agency

rare instance that PHASES 1, a4d 3 fail to be

effective in changing the student's behavior, the student will be

referred to a helping agency or special educational program. The

student will not be permitted to return to the classroom until

plan has been developed with the help of special.
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